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a fine ceremony of historic value, which had languished since
1861 and been totally dropped since the middle eighties. Two
matters fell shortly to be dealt with, which arose out of his acces-
sion. One was the new Civil List. Queen Victoria had received
.£385,000 a year, out of which she had saved sums which already
in 1889 totalled £824,000.x But the king did not intend to live
in frugal retirement, as she had lived since 1861: nor did the
nation want him to. Parliament therefore (advised by a select
committee, on which all political shades were represented except
the Irish nationalists) increased the grant by £85,000 to£470,000
a year. But it added annuities to the king's only surviving son,
his daughter-in-law, his three daughters, and certain of Queen
Victoria's servants, which raised the figure to £543,000; and
even that was not all, for besides large contingent pensions for
the queen and the duchess of York in the event of widowhood,
it also undertook most of the upkeep of the royal palaces and
yacht, making a total state liability in the neighbourhood of
£700,000. As some set-off, it was pointed out by Sir Michael
Hicks Beach that the value to the nation of the hereditary
revenues surrendered by the Crown had increased during the
queen's reign from £245,000 to £452,000 a year.
The other matter was the royal title. As originally borne fay
Queen Victoria it made no mention of any overseas territories;
and Disraeli's much-opposed addition of 1876 had reference to
India only. Imperialist sentiment now'demanded an amending
act; and eventually all British parties agreed, following the words
eof the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland', to insert
eand of the British Dominions beyond the Seas'. The word
'dominions* had not then its present technical meaning; it was
meant to cover everything beneath the British flag. The phrase
has remained in the title ever since; though, by way of concession
to the Irish Free State, cof the United Kingdom' was removed
in 1927.
The whole conduct of national affairs was still clogged by the
South African war; and it will be convenient at this point to
sketch its military course for the remaining seventeen months of
its tedious duration. From the beginning of 1901 Lord Kitchener
tentatively developed two policies—one to build chains of block-
1 Report from the Select Committee on Grants to Members of the Royal Family,
1889 (Gd. 271), at p. 41. These were not all her savings from public sources, as she
was believed to have made some from the revenues of the duchy of Lancaster.

